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Part 582 – Working Lands Conservation Programs Manual 

Subpart O – Exhibits 

582.140  Exhibit Uses 

A.  Exhibits Information.—This subpart contains exhibits that support subparts A–J of this 

manual including letter templates, checklists, charts, references, and forms. Refer to the 

specific program subparts for additional program-specific exhibits. 

B.  Letter Templates.—Use applicable templates according to the preceding subparts. 

(1) Editing Letter Templates.—Each template includes information in brackets to indicate 

where States must include specific information to complete the letter, so it clearly 

communicates the intended message. Certain letters may require additional editing in 

order to ensure the message is clear and concise. States should not substantially 

revise the standard language in template letters to the extent it changes the purpose 

intended in policy. However, States may adjust the response period when needed to 

accommodate short deadlines. Standard language for appeal rights, when provided, 

should only be edited to include the applicable contact information. Refer to Title 

120, General Manual (GM), Part 402, Subpart A, Section 402.7, “Writing,” for 

additional information on writing correspondence. 

(2) Certified Mail.—States must send letter templates where “Via Certified Mail: Return-

Receipt Requested” is indicated in the header through certified, return-receipt U.S 

Postal Service mail or through another comparable service that provides tracking to 

document the date the applicant or participant receives the correspondence. This is 

critical when communicating in writing to applicants or participants that a response is 

required by a certain date or when NRCS makes an adverse decision and provides 

appeal rights. Note: If the certified mail is returned because the participant refused to 

sign or did not accept the certified letter, NRCS should follow up by resending the 

letter through standard mail and document other attempts to contact the participant 

about the decision.  

(3) Appeal Rights.—NRCS must include appeal rights with any adverse decision sent to a 

participant using exhibit 530.143M “Appeal Rights,” below 

(4) Official Correspondence Through Electronic Means.—It is generally acceptable to 

send general correspondence to participants through electronic means such as email 

or through customer portals through NRCS business tools if the participant has 

provided an email address or created a USDA account. Correspondence requiring 

action from the participant and adverse decisions should still be sent through mail. 

An electronic message may also be sent as a courtesy copy.   

C.  Checklists.—Checklists are provided to facilitate communication and ensure certain steps 

are taken when completing the checklist for purpose. States may edit checklists for local use 

(e.g., making a fillable form, additional items to verify, etc.) but should not remove any items 

from the exhibit checklist. 

D. Charts and References.—Charts and references are provided as supplemental information 

to the preceding subparts and referenced in the applicable section. Charts and references are 

generally large diagrams or lists of information that do not otherwise fit within the formatting 

of the manual text.  
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E. Forms.—Forms are developed per guidelines in the 120-GM, Part 403, “Directives and 

Forms.” States must not edit or develop alternative forms for the exhibits referenced in this 

manual. 

582.141  Letter Templates  

RESERVED 

582.142  Checklists 

RESERVED 

582.143  Charts and References  

A. Staff Roles and Drive Needs  

B. Completing the Iowa Addendum AD1143 

582.144  Forms  

RESERVED 

  


